
LSH run 1882        Cheesecake 

Date: 19-12-18 

Hares - Kokup and Punch 

Location - Reservoir reserve Kew 

 

When I cleaned out the  hash food tub so that 

Kokup and Punch could use it for their run, I found this - a pepper container 10 years past its 

use by date. Concerned there was a plot to kill us all with contaminated condiments, I 

surveyed 31 attendees at Kokup’s run, as to the pepper’s likely use-by date, knowing that 

the person selecting the nearest correct entry was most probably the contaminated 

condiment conspirator. Turns out it’s Gargoyle – she knew the pepper’s use-by date to the 

month and year – February 2009. Word is she wants to be next GM and is planting putrid 

pepper in the food tub to knock off any rivals. Interestingly 17 of the 31 surveyed guessed 

that the pepper must be older than 2009. Of these 7 went for the 1990s and 4 even voted for 

the 1980s – alarmingly one of these was Punch who was preparing our dinner for the 

evening. Despite the risk of out-of-use-by-date pepper potentially killing us all, Kokup was 

most blasé, exclaiming “what’s wrong with old pepper, they’ve found old pepper in the 

pyramids and it’s never killed anyone!!” Well excuse me Kokup, but the pyramids are full of 

dead mummies.     

 A peppered possum.  



We enjoyed a very pleasant run/walk through the beautiful streets of Kew. God knows what 

the Kewians thought of Psuedo who ran the entire run dressed as Our Lady, the mother of 

God while clutching the baby Jesus in a plastic manger. Kokup and Punch provided a 

delicious spread of salads and cold meats followed by stollen. 

Returnees and visitors-  

Pseudo, Deeper, Prickly Bush, Deep Throat, Gwen. 

Palindromic - Talia - 11. 

Hopalong and Kokup. 

 

Run report –  

Cooch - spent lots of time determining whether clockwise or anti clockwise. 1875/1880. 

 

Walk report –  

Gargoyle - didn’t need a clock and didn’t get lost - nice trees - alleyways - parks - well 

marked. 1875/1880. 

 

Charges 

Quick lay – for turning up late. 

Pseudo - dressed as pseudo Virgin Mary. 

Swingers - for not knowing his Mary’s. 

Lost Sausage who lost her T shirt on run. 

Gargoyle - giving out too much change. 

Deeper for not declaring $36 as income. 

Kokup - run always went up hill. 

Pseudo - for being mother of God. 

Klingon - for not believing in God. 

Deeper - for thinking he is God. 

PB - for thinking Deeper is Gods gift. 

Udder and Deeper for being pretend runners. 

Batak - chaperoning Tahlia. 

2 Bottoms for no good reason. 

Mother Brown - low profile. 


